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THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
November 9, 1973
The Regents of the University met at 2:00 p.m. on Friday,
November 9, 1973, in the Council Room of the New Mexico Union.
Present:

Also present:

Mr. Calvin P. Horn, President
Mr. Austin E. Roberts, Vice President
Mrs. Frank A. Mapel, Secretary-Treasurer
Mr. Henry Jaramillo, Jr.
Dr. Albert G. Simms II
Professor Victor H. Regener, Chairman, Faculty
Policy Committee, Adviser
Mr. Ross Perkal, President, ASUNM, Adviser
Mr. Stanley Read, President, GSA, Adviser
President Ferrel Heady
Dr. Chester C. Travelstead, Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Mr. John Perovich, Vice President for Business
and Finance
Dr. Harold W. Lavender, Vice President for Student
Affairs
Dr. Paul H. Silverman, Acting Vice President for
Research
Dr. Leonard M. Napolitano, Dean, School of Medicine
Mr. John N. Durrie, University Secretary
Mr. Jess E. Price, Director of Public Information
Mr. Bill Weeks, Director of University Relations
,Ms. Urith Lucas, AlbuquerquesTribune
Mr. Jim Largo, Albuquerque Journal
Ms. Janice Harding, New Mexico Daily Lobo

Also present for portions of the meeting: Mr. Douglas Henslee,
Quinn &·Company; Mr. Darryl Fowler, Stern Brothers;
Mr. Harold Kious, Kious & Company

* ** ** *
Mr. Horn asked if there were any
Minutes of the Meetings of
changes in the minutes of the meetings
September17 and 28, 1973
of September 17 and 28, 1973. It was
moved by Mrs. Mapel, seconded by Mr. Roberts, that the minutes be
approved as submitted. Carried.

* ** * **

<c
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Interim Actions

Interim actions by the
officers of the Board were

duly noted.

** * * * *
Resolution Concerning
Vice President Smith

Mrs. Mapel read the following
resolution and moved its adoption.
The motion was seconded by
Mr. Roberts and was duly carried.
The Regents wish to record their sorrow in the death
of Sherman-E. Smith, Vice President for Administration
and Development, on October 4, 1973. His contributions
to the University during the 28 years of his tenure have
been incalculable, and the many evidences of his skilled
involvement in numerous facets of University operation
will stand as a lasting memorial to him. We deeply
regret his p~ssing.

** ****
Mr. Perovich introduced the
University's bond advisers and
said that it was necessary to have
the Regents' approval of three resolutions relative to the
bond issue., He said that the resolutions were prepared by
the University's bond counsel, Chapman & Cutler, and had been
reviewed and approved by Mr. Sloan. Relative to the first
resolution, Mr. Perovich noted that he would be coming back
to the Regents in about another month to ask for another resolution making more precise the amount pledged as the proceeds
of the annual interest subsidy grant.
$8 Million Revenue
Bond Issue

Mr. Roberts then moved approval of the following resolution, the motion being seconded by Mr. Jaramillo and carried:
RESOLUTION pledging the proceeds of annual interest
grants from the United States of America, U. S. Commissioner of Education, pursuant to that Annual Interest
Grant Agreement dated as of February 24, 1972, to the
payment of the bonds of The Regents of the University
of New Mexico payable from "The Regents of the University of New Mexico Bond Service Fund" as established by
resolution adopted by the Regents on November 27, 1964.
~

Mr. Roberts ,thereupon moved approval of the following additional resolution:
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A RESOLUTION providing for the acquisition and construction of a project consisting of certain buildings, facilities, improvements, alterations, additions and extensions,
including necessary land, furnishings and equipment, for
the University of New Mexico, authorizing the issuance of
$8,000,000 Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1973,
for the purpose of paying the cost thereof, providing
for the sale of such bonds, providing for the payment of
principal of and interest on such bonds and entering into
certain covenants and agreements in that connection .

*li*
"WHEREAS The

**lI
Re~ents

• **

of the University of New Mexico has

determined it to be necessary to acquire and construct a project
consisting of

buildin~s,

facilities, improvements, alterations,

additions and extensions, including furnishings and equipment,
consisting primarily of buildings and facilities to be used for·
classrooms, lecture halls, student apartments, medical offices, for
improvements and extensions to the utility system of the University,
the

remode~~ng

and renovating of existing facilities and bUildings,

and the acquisition and improvement

~f

all land necessary and con-

venient for such project, and have estimated the cost thereof and
have determined it to be advisable to finance part of such cost by
--;::---

._--~.

----------~-

lssuinp: its bonds pursuant to authority containedinArticle 29 of
Chapter 73, New Mexico Statutes Annotated, .1953 Compilation, . as
~

amended; and
WHEREAS on November 27, 1964 The

Re~ents

of the University

of New Mexico adopted a resolution entitled:
"A RESOLUTION providing Tor the ~cauiring;"
and constructinp:; of bulldin/1:s, facilities,
improveMents, alterations, additions and
extension~~ includin~ furni~hings and
.
equipt:lent, for the University of New. tlexico,
authorizing the issuance of $23,500,000
·Refunding ·and It:lprovement Bonds of The
. Re~ents of the University of New Mexico,
for the purpose of oaying the cost thereof
and providing funds for the purpose of refunding ~15,773,OOO bonds now"outstandin~
of The Rep.:entsof the University of New Mexico 1 "
making provisions for the sale of such bonds,
and providing for the payment of principal
of and interest on such bonds and entering
into certain covenants and agreements 1n
that cO~·:1ection,"

and in such resolution created a fund therein referred t~-';;'~~"Th-~'-~.-.- ReRents·of th~ University of New Mexico Bond Service Fund" from
which the bonds authorized in said resolution are payable and in
said resolutlonmade provision for the issuance of additional parity
bonds in the future t payable from the Bond Service Fund in the
manner and subject to the restrictions contained in said resolution;
and
It.rHEREAS·it is desired to authorize and issue the bonds
now to be issued in such manner that they will be payable from the
Bond Service Fund on a parity with the aforesaid Refunding and Improvement Bonds, issued pursuant to said resolution of November 27,
196_, with

$R,500~OOO

Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1966,

issued pursuant to a resolution adopted on September 21, 1966, with
the $2,803,000 Buildinp: Bonds of 1968, Series A, issued pursuant to
a.reso1utionadopted on r"ay 10, 1969, and with the $6,000,000
Building and ,Improvement Revenue Bonds, Series 1971, issued pursuant
to resolution adopted on October 23, 1971, and which will be in all
respects secured as provided in said resolution of November 27, 196_;
and
WHEREAS it is now desired to make the facilities to be
constructe.d anc!. acquired in part \'11 th the proceeds of such bonds,
part of the System as defined in said resolution of November 27, 1964~
and to make all facilities which are to be a part of the System
subjec.t to the requirements of Article IV of the resolution of
November 27, 1964; and
WHEREAS it is provided in subsection 6.0822 of the resolution of November 27, 1964, that if The

Re~ents

in authorizing the

issuance of additional bODds payable from the Bond Service Fund
·established in said resolution, shall validly pledge &.dd provide
for payment into the Bond Service Fund revenues other than those
pledged to the Bond Service Fund in Article IV of the resolution of
November 27, 1964 t the amount received by the University from such
additional pledged source of revenue in"each of the two completed
fiscal years immediately preceding the issuance of the additional
bonds may be taken into consideration and added to the revenues for
.... -" -- - -_._-_:-._------~'_._---~--

iI
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-

purposes of rnakinp: the computations required for ths issuance of
parity bonds pursuant to the provisions of subsection 6.082 of' the
resolution of November 27, 1964; and
WHEREAS Section 73-29-14, New Mexico Statutes Annotated,
1953 Compilation, was amended by Chapter 49, Laws of New Mexico,
1969, to permit The Regents to pled~e as security for its bonds
the proceeds of payments: received or to be received by The Regents
or any institution unQer its control frorn the United States, or
any of its agencies, whether received as grants or otherwise;
including but not. limited to payments received pursuant to Public
Law 9.0-448 and any amendments thereto, and·at:thorized The Regents
to enter into
Institut~on

a~reements

with the United States whereby it or an

under its control is to receive and apply such payments;

and
WHEREAS on behalf of the University The Regents have
applied to the"Departcient of

Housin~

and

Vrt~n ~evelopmentof·the

United States of America for an annual interest grant in connection
.

with
the project. to be acquired with the bonds herein authorized,
.
.

..

and it is desired at this time to comply with the provisions of
subsection 6.0822 of the Resolution of November 27, 1964,to pro-·
vide for the deposit into the Bond Service Fund of the proceeds of
al+such annual interest grants, and inasmuch as such grants have
not been heretofore pledged, to pledge to the payment of all bonds
payable from the Bond Service Fund the proceeds of grants of funds
or ether aid received or to be received from the United States pursuant to agreements entered into between The Regents and the United
States, ali as provided by Section 73-29-14, New Mexico Statutes
Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as amended; and
~rnEREAS

The Regents of the University of New Mexico has

made,due investigation and has determined that, as to the bonds now
p~6posed to be issued, all of the reauirements contained ~n Section

6.082 of said resolution of November 27, 1964 necessary to be satisfied before bonds may be issued on a parity with outstanding bonds
payable from the aforesaid Bond Service Fund, have been and will be
satisfied;

NOW, THFREFORE, Be It Resolved by The

Re~ents

of the

University of New Mexico, as follows:
ARTICLE I
Definit'ions
That as used herein the following terms shall have the
following

meanin~s

1.01

.

,I

unless the context otherwise clearly ,requires:

"The University of New Mexico" and "University"

shall mean the state educational institution as so confirmed by
Section 11 of Article XII of the New Mexico Constitution; as
amended.
1.02

"The Rep;ents of the University of New Mexico" and

"Regents" shall mean the body corporate in which is vested the management and control of the University.
1.03
regents,

"Board of Regents" and "board" shall mean the five

~rov1sion

for which is made in Section 73-25-3, New Mexico

Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, and in whom is vested the
management and control
1.04

Of the University of New Mexico.

"Income from the Permanent Fund" and "Income from

the Income and Current Fund" shall mean the gross income from the
Permanent Fund of the University and the gross income from the
Income and Current Fund of the University derived from the lease
or rentals of such of its lands as remain unsold or its other
property, as in part established and provided for by Article XII
of the-New Mexico Constitution, which income may be pledged to the
payment of the obligations of The Regents pursuant to Article 29 of
Chapter 73, New f1exicoStatutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as
amended.
1 ~ 05

"Bonds" shall mean the bonds herein author<ized.

1.06

"Fiscal year" shall mean the twelve-month period

beginning on July 1

of

"

each year and ending on June 30 of the next

succeedinp; year.
1.07

"Project" shall mean 'the buildings, facilities,

improvements, alterations, additions and extenSions, inclUding
furnishings and equipment, consisting primarily of buildings,'
facilities,
including

improveme~ts,

furnishin~s

alterations, additions and extensions,

and equipment, consisting primarily of

r

This bond is registrable as to principal in the manner
and with the effect recited on the back thereof.
This bond is one of an issue of $8_000,000 bonds of like
date and tertor, except as to number, option of redemption (interesi
rate) and maturity, issued for the purpose of providing funds with
which to pay part of the costs of acquiring and constructing a project consisting of buildings, facilities,

i~provements,

alterations,

additions and extensions, including furnishings and equipment, consisting primarily of buildings and facilities to be used for class.rooms, lecture halls, student .apartments, medical offices, for

/

.

improvements and extensions to the utility system of the University,

/

the remodeling and r'enovating of existing facilities and buildings_

/

.

and the acquisition and improvement of all land necessary and convenient therefor.!under and pursuant to the Constitut"on and laws
'of New Mexico,
.

.

~nd

\

particularly Article 29 of Chapter 73, New Mexico

Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as amended, and pursuant to

\

resolutions duly adopted by The Regents of the University of

\.

New Hexico on November 27, 1964, and on

1973, to

which resolutions reference is made for a more complete statement
of the revenues from which and conditions. under which this bond is
payable and the general covenants and provisions pursuant to which
this bond is issued.
Under the provisions of Section 73-29-1, New Mexico Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as amended, this bond is a fully
negotiable instrument.
Subj ect to any rights existing in' the holders of' the- bonds
refunded by. the" Refunding and Improvement Bonds, dated February 1,
1965, of The Regents of the University of New Mexico, pending the
payment of such refunded bonds_ this bond and the issue of which it
is one_ together with any bonds which have been heretofore and any
bonds which may be hereafter issued on a parity herewith under the

..

-------

----

.

-~~'.:,_.-_._----~---

provisions of the aforesaid resolutions. are

-

p~yable

from "The

Regents of the University of New Mexico Bond Service Fund" established in Article IV of the above described resolution of November
th~

27. 1964 into which fund are to be paidjto

extent necessary,

the gross revenues received from the operation of all revenue producing facilities of The Regents, including the facilities to be
acquired with the proceeds of the issue of bonds of which this bond
is one, the gross proceeds of the collection of student fees. the
gross income

fro~

the Permanent Fund and the Income and Current Fupd

of The Regents, and certain other

revenu~s

derived from sources

other than ad valorem taxation, including certain grants of the
United States Goverl1.l\'lent or its-agencies. all as more particularly
set forth in said resolutions. and. to the extent of the money in
.or payable into said fund. the full faith and credit of The Regents
of the University of New 11exico are hereby pledged to the prompt
-payment of principal of and interest on this bond and the issue of
which it is a part as such principal and interest become due.
Bonds numbered 266 to 1600. inclusive. are SUbject to
redemption at the option of The Regents on October 1. 1983. and on
any interest payment date thereafter in inverse numerical order at
-the principal amount thereof. plus accrued 1nterestto the date

fixed for redemption and a premium of three per cent (3%)

C-'

~f

the

principal amount of each bond so redeemed on or before October 1.

I

.1

!

1986.- and a premium of two per cent (2%) of the principal amount
of each bond so redeemed thereafter prior to

m~turity.

Noticeof

any intended redemption .is to be given not less than thirty (30)
days prior to the date fixed for redemption by pUblication of an
appropriatOe notice one tim-e in a financial newspaper or journal
pUblished in the City of New York. New York, and sent by
mail to the paying agents for the bonds.

I

register~d

If any bond so called for

-!
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redemption is registered as to principal, like notice is to be given·
by registered mail addressed to the registered holder at the address
shown on the Registrar's books.

If all bonds called for redemption

at anyone time are registered as

toprincipal~

notice by publica-

tion need not be given.

No failure to give any such notice or any

defect therein or in the

~ailin~

thereof shall affect the validity

of the proceedings for the redemption of any of the bonds to be so
redeemed.
This bond is not an indebtedness of the State of New Mexico
or the Univers 1 ty of New

r~exlco

or The Regents thereof, but is a

. special ooligation payable solely from the aforesaid revenues.
It is hereby certified and recited that all acts, conditions and things required to be done precedent to and in the issuance of this bond have been properly done, happened and performed
in regular and due form as required by law, and that The Regents of
the University of New Mexico have agreed and do hereby agree to fiX,
impose and collect charges for the use of its revenue producing
.

: .

.

buildings and facilities and student fees for the 'use and availability of its buildings and facilities fully sufficient, in conjunction
with the other revenues pledged to the payment of this bond, to
. assure the prompt payment of principal of and interest on this bond
and the other bonds of the issue of which it is one and any bonds
heretofore and hereafter issued on a parity herewith, promptly as
such principal and

in~erest

become due.

IN HI'!'Nf;SS,1·!HEREOP, The Regents of. the Universi ty of
New Mexico have caused this bond to be signed by the President
thereof by his facsimile signature and attested by the Secretary
thereof and the facsimile of the corporate seal thereof to be
:

..

;

------

--'---,-

"

- -...,- -

.,-,

~--.,

printed hereon. and the interest coupons hereto attached to be signed
by the facsimile

signatu~es

of said officials, all as of this first

day of October, 1973.

(Facsimile S19;nature)
President
Attest:

Secretary
(FACSnULE SEAL)
(Form of Coupon)

~."

- Number _ _-,-__

;

----

$

On the first day of

-'-_ _

19_, unless the

hereinafter mentioned bond is then callable for redemption and has
been so called and provision for the payment thereof duly made,
The Regents of the .universi ty of New Mexico -;'1i1l pay to bearer the
~~ount

,i

shown hereon at Albuquerque National Bank, in the City of

Albuquerque, New Mexico. or at the option of the holder at )
_ _ _ _ _..;...

_

---,_"..-,...,.-_.,...-.,...-_ in the City of
solely fromthe--rev'enues mentioned in and i'or the

interest then due on its Building and Improvement Bond, Series 1973,
dated October I, 1973, and numbered

-,
Attest:

Secretary

-

President

•

(Provision for Registration)
The within bond may be registered as to prIncipal on the
~ooks

to be kept for such purpose by the Vice President for Business

and Finance of the University of New Mexico, as Registrar, upon
presentation hereof to such

~egistrar,

who shall make notation of

such registration on his books and in the registr.ation, bl,ank below,
and this bond maythereafterb~'transferredonly upon written assignment of the registered owner or hisat~orney thereunto duly authorized, duly acknmTledged or proved, l-:hich transfer shall be made on
such books and endorsed hereort by the Registrar.

If so registered,

this bond may thereafter be transferred to bearer and thereby transferabili ty by delivery shall be ,restored, but this bond shall again
'be subject to successive ref,istration and transfers as before.

The

principal of this bond, if registered, unless registe!'!:!d to bearer,
shall be payable only to the regtsteredowner or his legal repreNotwithstanding the registration 6fthis bo~d as to

sentative.

principal, the coupons shall remain payable to bearer and shall continue to be transferable by delivery.
Date of
Registration

In Whose . .
Name Registered

. Signature of
.. Registrar

.
'.

......

-

ARTICLE III
sateo! Bonds
3.01

That the bondsshall'besoldtcrthe highest and

best bid~er at public sale pursuant to notice Qfs~le to be given
as hereafter by resolution provided.
3.-02

So much of the proceeds of the sale of the bonds

as represents accrued interest shall at the, t.ime of the delivery of
the bonds be paid into the Bond,Service

•

Fu~d,

and from the remainder

---------~-

•

-.

of said bond'proceeds so much as is then due and owing for engineering, legal, fiscal and other incidental expenses and costs properly
payable from bond proceeds shall be

appl~ed

to the payment thereof

and the remainder shall be deposited with
__~

~_

Bank of '_._'_'_'

~

, New Mexico, in a sep:.\

\.'

arate construction fund to be used and paid out only for the specific purposes for'i'l'hich the bonds are issued, and any amount left
after constructing and acquiring the project shall be deposited into
the Bond Service Fund.

The President and Secretary are hereby auth-

,

.. !

orized to do all things necessary in connection with the depositing
of such funds.
"3.03

That the principal proceeds of the sale of said

bonds shall be devoted to and used with due diligence for the completion of the,facilities for which said bonds are hereby authorized
"

to be issued.
(l >'

The Regents represent and certify that:

,

theUnivers1 ty has heretofore incurred or,

within six months after delivery of the bonds expects
to incur, a substantial binding obligation with respect
to said facilities; said binding obligation comprising

in the amount of not less than $200,000;
(2)

The Regents expect that over 85% of the spend-

able proceeds of said bonds (including investment proceeds) will be expended on or before October 1, 1976,
for the purpose of paying the cost of said facilities,
~'r

said date being within three years following the date
of issue of said bonds;

•

86

•

(~,

work on the said facilities i5 expected to

proceed with due diligence to completion;
(4)

said facilities have not been and are not

expected to be sold or otherwise

dispose~

of 1n whole

or in part prior to the last maturity of said bonds;
(5)

all of the principal proceeds of the bonds

are n'eeded for 'the purposes stated in the' ,form of bond
. ',:'...

above set out, including expenses inc1<fel1tai to

such

purpose and to the issuance of the bonds; and
!6)

to the best of the knowledge and belief of

The Regents there are no facts, estimates or circumstances that would materially change the conclusions
and representations set out in this section.
The Regents also certify and further covenant with the
purchasers and holders of said bond~ from time to time outstanding

•

that so long as any of said bonds remain outstanding, moneys on
deposi t in any fund or account in connection "Ti th said bonds, whether
or not such moneys were derived from the proceeds of the sale of
'said bonds or from any other sources, will not be used in a, manner
Which will cause such bonds to be "arbitrage bonds" within the
meaning of Section l03(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as
amended, and any lawful regulations promulgated or proposed thereunder, including Sections 1.103-13 and
Regulations (26 CFR Part

l)~

1.103~14

as the same

from tIme to time hereafter be

~~ended,

of the Income Tax

pr~sentlyexist.

or may

supplemented or revised.

The Regents reserve the rfght, however, to make any investment of
such moneys permitted by state law if~ "Then ann to the extent that
said Section 103(d) or regulations promulgated thereunder shall be
repealed or relaxed or shall be held void by final decision of a
court of competent Jurisdiction, but only if any investment made by

•

•

virtue of such repeal, relaxation ordecislon would not, in the
opinion of counsel of recognized competence in such matters, result
in making the interest on said bonds subject to federal income taxation.
ARTICLE IV
. "Flow of Funds
~

That pursuant to the provisions of Section 73-29-14,

New Mexico Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as amended, and
the provisions of subsection 6.0822 of the Resolution of November 27,
1964, the proceeds of all Annual Interest Grants are hereby expressly
required to be paid into the Bond Service Fund created by the said
Resolution of November 27, 1964, and the proceeds of which Annual
,Interest Grants, are hereby pledged to the payment of all Bonds and
Parity Bonds payable from said Bond Service Fund.
4.02

That the, Bonds herein authorized shall constitute

Parity Bondf!"' under the "provisions of the Resolution of November 27,

•

1964, and shall be paid as to principal and interest from the Bond
Ii:

.~.

.

Service Fund created by the Resolution of November 27, 1964, on a
full parity with and in all respects as provided

iH

said resolution

for the payment of principal of and interest on the 'Outstanding
Bonds.

Payments hereafter made into the Bond Service Fund created

by the Resolution of November 27, 1964 shall tak~ into account the
issuance of the Bonds herein authorized and shall be increased accor-

. .'" '

dinly as provided in Article IV of the Resolution of November 27,
1964.

rne payments to be made hereafter into the reserve account

portion of the Bond Service Fund shall' be prorated to the quarterly
installments to be paid into said account so as to result in accumulating in the reserve account by October 1, 1978, of an amount not
less than the amount of the highest future annual principal and
interest requirements of the Outstandinf; Bonds ·andthe Bonds herein

,

- I

authorized.

•

_ - - B8

,e

,buildings and facllfties to be used for classrooms, 1e'cture halls,
student apartments, medical offices, for improvements and extensions
to the utility system of the University, the remodeling and renovating of eXi~ting facilities and buildings, and the acquisition. and
improvement of all land necessary and convenient therefor, td be
acquired and constructed in part with the proceeds of the bonds
herein authorized.
1.08
~esolut1on

"Resolution of November 27, 1964" shall mean the'

authorizing the ,issu.ance of $.23,500, 000

~ef.und:1.ng

and

Improvement Bonds, dated February 1,1965, of The Regents adopted
on November 27, 1964.
~"09

"1965 Bonds" shall mean the $23,500,000 Refunding

and Improvement Bonds of The Regents of the University of New Nexico,
authorized by the Resolution of November 27, 1964, now outstanding
in the amount of

,"

~

,'"

.'

''L1.Q. "1966 Bonds" shallm'ean the $8,500,000 Building and
Improvement Bonds, Series 1966, of The Regents authorized by resolution adopted on August 18, 1966, issued on a parity with the
1965 Bonds and now outstanding in the 'amount of $

_

l:.ll. "1968 Bonds" shall mean the $2,803,000 Building
Bonds of 1968, Series A, of The

Re~ents

authorized by resolution

adopted on May 10, 1969, issued on a parity with the 1965 Bonds
and the 1966 Bonds and now outstanding in tlv~ amount
1.12

of, $-------

"1971 Bonds" shall mean the $6,000,000 Building

,and Improvement :Bonds. Series 1971) of The Regents authorized

by

resolution adopted on October 23. 1971, issued on a parity with,the
1965 Bono.s, the 1966 Bonds and the 1968 Bonds and now outstanding
in the amount of $

--------

1.13

"Outstanding Bonds" shall mean, collectively, such

of the 1965 Bonds, the 1966 Bonds, 1968 Bonds and 1971 Bonds as on
any particular date are outstanding and unpaid.

--_._-

----_.~.-.

-.

~-I

"Parity Bords" shall mean any bonds hereafter issued
on a parity with the bonds herein authorized and all bonds heretofore or hereafter issued on a parity with the 1965 Bonds pursuant to
and in accordance with the instructions and conditions set forth in
Sectiori 6.082 of the Resolution of November 27, 1964
1.15

"Sy~tem"

shall mean the facilities initially estab-

llshedand defined in Section 4.011 of the Resolution of November i7,-

1964. and consisting of all housing facilities and other buildings,
structures and facilities from the use and availability of which
revenue is produced, present and future, owned or operated by the
University, excluding any facilities constructed pursuant to resolution by The Regents declaring that such facilities shall not become
part of the System, but including the Project to be acquired with
the proceeds of the Bonds herein authorized.

-1.-16
"The

~egents

"Bond Service -F\:tnd" shall mean the fund known as

of the University of New Mexico Bond Service Fund" as

- defined and established in Article IV of the Resolution of
November 27, 1964.
1.17

"Renewal and Replacement Reserve Account" shall

mean the account as defined and established in Section 4.04 of the
Resolution of November 27, 1964.

1.18 "Annual Interest Grants ll shall mean, collectively,
the aggregate of the equal payments to be paid annually or semiannually to The Regents pursuant to grant agreements by the
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development or its
successor, by the United States Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, or its successor, or any other agency or instrumentality
~f the United States, within the meaning of the provisions of

Section 73-29-14, New Mexico Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation,
as amended, for deponit into the Bond Service Fund commencing at or

•

.• J

90

------~----,---

after the first interest payment date on an issue of bonds following
the date of the initial occupancy or use of the project acquired
with the proceeds of such issue of bonds. including. without limitation, the t35.005 annual interest grant pursuant to Annual Interest
.,'

Grant Agreement dated February 24. 1972 between the University and
the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
pledged to the payment of the Outstanding Bonds pursuant to resolution adopted by The Regents on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,197 2 .
1.19

"Depository" shall mean Albuquer'que National Bank,

in Albuquerque, New Mexico. so appointed,in Section 1.10 of the
Resolution of November 27, 1964, or such successor depository as
may hereafter be appointed pursuant to the provisions of the
Resolution of November 27. 1964.
ARTICLE II
Bond Details
- '2;01

That the Board of Regents. by affirmative vote of

a majority of its members. hereby determines that it is necessary
to construct the Project pursuant to plans and specifications
therefor now on file in the office of the board. all of which
Project shall be for purposes for which all of the revenues pledged
to the Bond Service Fund may legally,be expended.
2.02

That for the purpose of paying part of the cost of

constructing and acquiring the Project. and for the purpose of paying all legal. architectural. engineering, fiscal and other expenses
properly incidental thereto and to the issuance of the bonds. as
may properly be payable from the proceeds of such bonds, and that
to evidence the sum so borrowed and in anticipation'of: the collection of such revenues. there be issued the negotiable revenue bonds
of The Regents of the University of New Mexico in the total principal
amount of $8,000.000.

It is hereby found ,and

deter~mined

that the

-~j

income, .revenues and fees pledged to thepayrnent of such bonds will

i

produce ·sufficient revenues to repay such bonds in full as to both

:

I

principal and interest at the times principal' and interest raIl due

. I
• • .1

I

I

thereon under the provisions of this resolution.
2.-03

That the bonds shall be known as "Building and

Improvement Bonds, S~rie~1973n, shall be dated October l~ 1973,
shall be in the denomination of $S,OOOjeach, shall be numbered 1 to
1600, inclusive, and shall be

payab~e

as to both principal and
,.

interest at Albuquerque National Bank, in the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, or at the option of the holder, at such bank as shall
be fixed at the time the bonds qre sold.

The bonds shall bear

interest not exceeding eight per cent (8%) per annum from date until
'paid at a rate or rates to be determined at the time of the sale
thereof, Which interest shall be payable April 1, 1974, and semlannually thereafter on April 1 and October 1 of each year, and
interest falling due on and prior; to maturity shall be payable only
upon presentation of appropriate interest coupons to be attached
to each bond.

The bonds shall mature

as~o

principal serially in

nUinerica1 order on October 1 of each year as follows:
BOND NUl''lBERS
1
26
46
66
86
III
141
171
206
236
266
296
406
551
701
861
1031
1211
1401

to 25
to 45
to 65
to 85
to 110
to 140
to 170
to 205
to 235
to 265
to 295
to 400.
to 550
to 700
to 860
to 1030
to 1210
to 1400
to 1600
..........

~~,-

AlifOUNT

.YEAR

$125,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
125,000
150,000
150,000
175,000
150-,000
150,000
150,000
525,000
750,000
750,000
800,000
850,000
900,000
950,000
1,000,000

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
.1991
1992

_____1. __ -,------

Bonds numbered 266 to 1600, inclusive~ shall besub.Ject

-~---.-'

to redemption'at the option of The Regents on October I, 1983. and
on any interest payment date thereafter in inverse numerical order
at the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest to the date
fixed for redemption and a premium of three per cent, (3%) of the
principal amount of each bond so redeemed on or before October 1,
1986 and a premium of two per cent ( 2%) of the principal amount of .
each bond so redeemed thereafter prior to maturity.

Notice of any

intended redemption shall be given not less than thirty (30) days
prior to the date fixed for redemption by pUblication of an appropriate notice one time 1n a financial newspaper or journal pUblished
in the City of New York, New York, and sent by r'egistered mail to
the paying agents for the bonds.
tion is registered as

:';0

If any bond so called for redemp-

principal, like notice shall be given by

registered mail addressed to the registered holder at the address
shown on the Registrar's books.,' If all bonds called for redemption
at anyone time are registered as to principal, notice by publication need not be given.

No failure to give any such notice or any.

defect therein or in the mailing thereof shall affect the validity
of the proceedings for the redemption of any of the bonds to be so
redeemed.
2.04

That the bonds shall be signed by the President of

The Regents by his facsimile
Secreta~ythereof.

si~nature,

shall be attested by the

and shall have printed thereon the facsimile of

the corporate seal of The Regents.

Interest on the bonds falling

due on and prior to maturity shall be represented by appropriate
interest coupons to be attached thereto. which coupons shall be
executed by the facsimile signatures of said President and Secretary.
2.05

That the bonds shall be registrable as to principal

,on books to be kept for such purpose.by the Vice President for

Business and Finance of ,the University, as Registrar, in the manner
and with the effect

m~re

specifically provided in the form of bond

set out in Section 2.06 hereof.
2.06

That the bonds and the coupons to be thereto

attached, and the endorsements to appear on the back thereof, shall
be in sUbstantially the following form:
(Form of Bond)
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
STATE OF NE"1 t~EXIC()
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
BUILDING AND IMPROVEMENT BOND, SERIES 1973
$5,000

KNOW ALL

~lliN

BY THESE

University of New Mexico, a body

PRE~ENTS,

that The Regents of the

corporat~

under the Constitution

and laws of the State of New Mexico, hereby acknowledges itself to
owe and for value received promises to pay to bearer, or if this
bond is registered as to principal, then to the registered owner
hereof, solely from the revenues hereinafter recited, the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) on the first day of October, 19__,
and to pay interest thereon from the date here0f.until paid, solely
from said revenues, at the rate of

----- per

cent (

%)

per annum, payable April 1, 1974, and semi-annually thereafter on
April 1 and October 1 of each year, and as to interest falling due
on and prior to maturity, only upon surrender of the interest
coupons hereto attached as they severally become, due •.
' .

",

Principal
-

of and interest on this bond are payable in lawful money of the
United States of America at Albuquerque National Bank, in the City
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, or at the option of the holder at
1n the City of

94

•

- - - - - - - ~- - --~<

-'-

It is hereby provided

that~wherethe

word "bonds"

is used in the Resolution of November 27, 1964 such word shall be
understood to refer to all Bonds and Parity Bonds payable from the
Bond Service Fund, all rights, privileges and powers vested in the
holders of bonds under the terms of said resolution are understood
to be

ves~ed

in the holders of the Bonds herein authorized, and all
"

such rights, privileges and powers are hereby expressly reaffirmed
and vested In the holders from time to time of the Bonds herein
authorized.

All of the covenants and agreements made with the

bondholders in Articles IV, V and VI. of the Resolution of November

~

27, 1964 are hereby expressly recognized and declared to be applicable to the holders from time to time, of the Bonds herein authorized
and all references to "bonds" and "the bonds" appearing in said
sections are:· recognized and
declared
to be applicable to all bonds
.
.
.,~

payable from the Bond' Service Fund, ,~ncluding the Bonds h.~.~:ein authorized.

The provisions of this

res~:lution

may be modified in the

manner provided in Article V of the Resolution of November 27, 1964,
ror the modification of that resolutjon.

Any modification of this

resolution shall be subject to the restrictions contained in said
Article V and shall be approved,. by the holders of the same percentage.
of bonds as is required for modification of the Resolution of
November 27, 1964.
4.-04

That immediately after the, issuance of any of the

Bonds herein authorized, a certified copy of this resolution shall
be filed by the Secretary ~'I1th the Depository of the Bond S~r:V:ice
Fund,- together \'l1th a certificate by the Secretary that such Bonds
have been so issued and have become outstanding.
4.05
~ine

That The Regents hereby expressly find and deter-

that all conditions of Chapter

73~

Article 29, New Mexico

Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as amended, upon the issuance
of the bonds herein authorized have been met and fulfilled •

•

- - 95
._-.--,
- - - - - - - - - _._-1~
"
, . __
I
4.06 ~at the amount to be accumulated and maintained in
I

I

the Renewal and

R~placement

Reserve Account established in Section

4.04 of the Resolution of November 27, 1964 shall be increased to
1

$800,000.

In

add~tion

to any payments required to be made into the

1

•

•

Renewal and Replagement Reserve Account pursuant to' said Section 4.04,
until there is on: deposit in said account the full amou.nt herein
required to be ac6umulated therein, payments into the Renewal and
Replacement Reserve Account shall be made in equal quarterly installments in the amount of $7,500, beginning March 20, 1974, in each
I

fiscal year on the dates on which payments for principal and interest··
I

are required to beI made into the Bond Service'Fund.
ARTICLE V
I
·1

r=-C=-o..;,v..;:e~·n;;;a;;,;.·n.:.;t;.;s:;...· ..;a;;:;n;;,;.d::;.-.·.;;.U.:.::n.:::d..;:e;.::r..;t;.;:·a;;,;.k.:.::i;;.;n~·g",s:;.

That in addition to the covenants and agreements
~

contained in Arti6le VI of the Resolution of November 27, 1964, ~ne
Regents hereby covenant and agree as in this Article provided with
respect to' the
contained are

An~ual

Interest Grants, and such covenants as herein

exp~~s8ly

recognized and declared to be applicable to

the holders from time to\ime of the Bonds herein a~thorized and all
references to "boryds" and "the bonds" appearing in this Article are
.recognized and dedlared to be applicable to all Outstanding Bonds
payable from the aforesaid Bond Service Fund including the Bonds
herein authorized;
1

5.02

That as authorized pursuant to the provisions of

Section 73-29-14, :New ~1exico Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation,
,

as amended, and i~ order to reduce the debt service on the bonds to
which such Annual:Interest
Grants are applicab.le
thereby relieving
I
•
students and othe:nusers of the facilities of the obligation of
paying rates, fees: and charges .represented by the amount of the
debt service on suph
bonds attributable to the Annual'Interest
,
Grants, The

Regent~

,

may enter into grant or other agreements

w~th

the United States (or the payment of Annual Interest Grants Which
,

grants shall as rebeived be deposited into the Bond Service Fund.

•

- --96

•

5.03

That The Rep;ents will not commit nor cause to be

committed any act or action, or fail to commit or fail to cause to
be committed. any act or action, which shall violate the provisions
of any Grant Agreement executed by The Regents on behalf of the
University with the United States of America, including the Terms
and Conditions, and special Conditions, if any, attached thereto,
and that annually or semiannually, as the case may be, following the
date of the initial

occupan~y

of a proJect to be acquired with the

proceeds of bonds as to Which there is an Annual' Interest Grant the
Chief Financial Officer of the Universit-y will file with the designated authority of the United States a requisition, in form satisfactory to the government, for the next annual or semi-annual payment of the Annual Interest Grant. together with all necessary
recitals.

As received from time to time the proceeds of the Annual

Interest Grants shall be deposited in the Bond Service Fund and
shall be devoted only to purposes herein provided for the use of

•

moneys from time to time in the Bond Service Fund. without distinction as to source.
ARTICLE VI

. '6'.01 . That prior to the issuance of any bonds authorized

herein, the Secretary-Treasurer of The Regents shall give.written
notice of the intention of The Regents to issue such bonds, to the
Board of Finance of the State of New Mexico and to the Board of
Educational Finance of the State of New f1exlco. together with a copy
of this resolution and any supplemental showings or materials which

may

be required by the Board of Finance and the Board of Educational

Finance and norie of the bonds shall be i~sued'until the State Board
of Finance and the Board of Educational Finance shall have issued
such approvals as,are required by law.
6.02

That if anyone or more

pro~isions

of this resolu-

.tion or the application thereof to any set of circumstances or·the
pledge of any one or more sources of revenue hereunder shall ever be
held by. final decision of a court of competent jurisdiction to be

•

invalid or ineffective for any reason, such holding shall not affect
the validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions and
pledges herein contained or the application of such remaining provisions to other circumstances.
6.03

That all resolutions or parts thereof in conflict

herewith be and the same are, to the extent of such conflict, hereby
repealed and that this resolution shall become effective immediately
upon its adoption.
Adopted and approved this ._._"

day of"

PresIdent

, 1973.

'-:

Attest:

Secretary
-~---------------~". . ,

The motion being seconded by Mr. Jaramillo, Mr. Horn asked
if it was possible to add the acquisition of land as one of
the possible uses of the bond money.
In this connection he
noted that he thought the Regents might possibl¥ be interested in purchasing the State landrsQuth of Kirtland Air
Force Base and that some funds shou+d be available for this
purpose. Upon a query from President Heady concerning necessary approval by the Board of Educational Finance and the
State Board of Finance, Mr. Perovich said that the two Boards
had given fue University the authority to issue the $8 million
of bonds to be used for projects already approved; he said
that other projects, not listed, including a possible land
acquisition, would have to be taken to the Boards for their
approval.
Mr. Roberts then amended his motion concerning the
resolution to include the acquisition of land as one of
~the possible uses of the bond money.
The seconder of the
motion having approved this amendment, the motion carried.

•

•

Mr. Perovich said that the third resolution related to
the notice of sale, with December 13 as the preferred date
for such notice. He pointed out, however, that approval of.
the prospectus and the notice of sale is needed from the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development before notice
can be given and that this approval has not yet been received.
It was noted by Mr. Henslee that if approval of H.U.D. is
not forthcoming in time for the December 13 notice, the notice
will probably have to be deferred until the second week in
January. Four of the five Regents are required to be present
for any such action involving the bond issue.
It was accoTIdingly moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by
Dr. Simms, that the following resolution relative to the
notice of sal~ of the bonds be approved with such notice
planned for December 13, sUbject to H.U.D. 's approval. Carried.

----.~._-""

---

-_.---.- ._---

A REs"OLUTIONauthorlzlng'the giving of
notice of the sale of $8,000,000 Building
and Improvement Bonds, Series 1973, of
'
The Regents of the University of New Mexico •

•

ltltlt

ltlt*

ltll*

; 'BE 'IT RESOLVED by The Regents of the University of
New Mexico, as follows:
Sect'ion 1.

The Regents of the University of New Mexico'

shall offer its $8,000,000 Building and Improvement Bonds, Series
1973, for public sale on the _'_'_'_'_'__
' _ day of

197_.

~----__--

The President and Secretary are hereby authorized,and

directed to give such notice of said sale as'they shall determine,
including but not limited to notifying newspapers and periodicals;
or advertising therein, or both, and the distribution among investment bankers and others of a'bond brochure or prospectus relating
to said bonds.

The Official Notice of Bond Sale shall be in sub-

stantially the following form:

-00
".)'.:::1

----,

OFFICIAL NOTICY' OF BOND

i

~ALE

THE Rf(mtlTS OF TflE UNIVERSITY OF NEvi r-mXICO
$8, 000, 000 BUILDING ft PD

n~PROVn1ENT

BONDS, SERIES 1973

•

Notice is hereby given that sealed bids will be received
by The Regents of the University of New r-1exico at the Student Council Room in the Student Union

Bui1din~

at

th~

University of New

6' clock _.M.

Mexico in AlbuQuerque, Ne1'l Hexico, up to
(r1,_.T.) on

197_, for the purchase of $8,000,000

Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1973, of The Regents of the
University of New Mexico.

Said-bonds are dated October 1, 1973,

denomination $5,000, are rer;istrable as to principal andmatur_e
serially on October 1 of each of the years and 1n the amounts as
fol10\',s:
M10UNT

YEAR

ANOUNT

YEAR

$125,000
100, 000
100,000
100,000
125,000
150,000
150,000
175.000

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

tl50,000
150,000
150,000
525,000
750,000
750,000
800,000
850,000
900,000
950,000
1,000,000

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

REDf'!1PTION:

The bonds l'lhichmature after October 1, 1983,

are callable for rectemptionat the option of the Reg:ents in inverse.
numerical or6er on that date and on any interest payment date thereafter at par and accrued interest to the date fixed for redemption
plUS a premium of three per eent(3%) of the principal amount of
each bond

:;0

redeemed on or before October I, 1986, and a premium

of 2% of ,the principal amount of each bond so redeemed prior to
maturity.
INTEREST RATES:

Bidders are to

na~e

the rate or rates of

interest, no one of which may _exceed eir,ht per cent (8%) per annum.
Interest is payable A~ril I, 1974 and semiannually thereafter.

•

•

. ~ tOO
Int~rest
l~.

on each

bond~ill

be represented by a single coup6n
date~

falling due on each semi-annual interest payment

interest~and

of the same maturity must bear a single rate of
throu~hout

bonds must bear interest

all bonds

their life.

all

Bidders may specify·

not exceeding five different rates of interest in multiples of oneeighth or one-t\'Tentieth of 1% to be borne by the bonds ,b,:,t the
highest· rate shall not exceed. the Im'Test rate by more than two
per cent (2%).
PLAcrSOF PJlYHENT:

Prlncip~land

at Albuquerque National Bank in the City of
or at the option of the

holder~at

inte.r,est .are p,aYfible
Albuquerque~

New Mexico,

a bank to be named by the suc-

cessful bidder.
MIARD AND DELIVERY:
and considered by the

Fe~ents

The bids received will be opened.
at a meeting to

date and hour at the above stated

•

place~

b~

held on the above

and the bonds will be

awarded to the bidder whose bid produces the lowest interest cost
co~puted fro~

to the Regents,

after the deduction of

the date of the bonds to maturity,

pre~ium,

if any.

Delivery, upon payment

in federal funds, is expected to be made on or about
197__ in any Federal Reserve Bank city designated by the purchaser
of the bond:?

The Rep;ents will supply the printed bonds.

AUTHORITY:

Said bonds will be issued pursuant to· the

Constitution and laws of New Mexico, including particularly
Article 29 of Chapter 73, New Mexico Statutes Annotated,1953
C0m.pilation. as amended. and pursuant to resolutions duly adopted
by The Regents of the University of New

~exicoon

Novembe~

27, 1964

and on
. SECURITY:
constructing and

The bonds are to be issued for the purpose

acauirin~

a.project consisting of bUildings,

facilities, improvements, alterations. additions and extensions.
including

furnishin~s

and

eoulp~ent, consistin~

primarily of

of'

•

building,s and f'acilities to be used for classrooms, lecture halls, ,
student apartments, medical off'ices ,for improvements to the utility
system of the University, the
facilities and buildings and

remodelin~
fo~the

and rehovating of existing

completion, renovation and

remodeling of existing buildings, including acquisition Df all necessary land therefor.

Subject to any rights which may exist in the

holders of bonds refunded by the Refunding and Improvement Bonds of
The Regents dated February 1, 1965, .and for the payment of which
bonds a portion of ,the proceeds of said Refunding and Improvement
Bonds were invested and the investments escrowed in irrevocable trust, ,
said Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1973, are, together with
the certain

Refundin~

and Improvement Bonds, dated February 1, 1965,

certain Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1966, certain Building
.,',

Bonds of 1968, Series A, and certain Building and Improvement Bonds,

,

Series 1971, now outstanding in the total principal amount of
$

, on a parity with ";Thich said Building and Improvement

Bonds, Series 1973, are to be used

inaccorda~ce

with the provisions

of the Resolution of November 27, 1964 authorizing such Ref'unding. and
Improvement Bonds, payable f'rom the:"The Regents of' the University of
New Mexico Bond Service Fund" establis,hedby saidresoltition of'
November 27, ,1964 into \'1hich fund are to be paid, to the extent necessary, the gross revenues received f'rom the operation of' all revenue
producing f'acilities of The Regents, including the f'acilities tote
acquired with the proceeds of the bonds h~re~n off'ered far sale
(except future facilities tinanced in such manner as not to become

I

subJe"ct to the aforesaid pledge) 'the @;ross proceeds of the collec'tion
of student fees, the p;ross

i~co~~

from the Pef.manent Fund and the

Income and Current. F;nd of'The Rep.:ents and certain other revenues
derived from sources other than ad valorem taxation, including certain
grants of the United States. Government or its agencies, all as more
particularly set forth in said resolutioh of November 27,1964 and in

1973,
----------ance of the bonds herein offered for sale.
the resolution of

---

---- ------_.---...:...-_----

authorizing the issu-

.......... -

.J

•

1 (\,2
'w

...c1.. ....·..

•

TAX FXFrlPT STATUS:

The approving opinion of bond counsel

is expected to contain the following language:
"It is further our

opi~ion

that interest on said

bonds is exempt from federal

i~come

taxes under

presently existing law, regulations, decisions
and.interpretations."
In the event that prior to delivery of the bonds the
interest earned by private holders from bonds of the same type and
character shall be declareo taxable under any federal income tax
la\'ls, either by the terms of such laws or by ruling of a federal
income tax authority or official which is followed by the Federal
Internal Revenue Service or by decision of the Internal Revenue
Service, or by decision of any federal court, the successful bidder
may at his option, prior to-the tender of the bonds by the Regents
be relieved of his obligation uncter the contract to purchase said
bonds and in such case, the check

ac~ompanying

his bid will be

returned.
Fom~

OF BID:

Except as mentioned above, all bids must

be unconditional, must be in

writin~

for all the bonds herein

offered for sale, and, together with the bidder's check, must be
.enclosed in a sealect envelope addressect to The Regents of the
University of New l'exico and endorsed"Proposal for Series 197-3
Bonds".

In addition, each bidder is required to state irr his bid

for information purposes only, the average interest cost represented
by the rates of interest specified in such bid.
less than par and accrued

i~terest

RIGHT OF REJECTION:

The

will be
Pe~ents

No proposal for

c6nsidered'~

:reserve the right, in

its discretion,.·to reject -any and all bids and to '''aive any irrer,ularity or informality in said bids.

Award of the bonds or

rejection of all bids will be made within hlenty-four hours after
the bids are opened.

RInHT

O~

CANCELLATION:

'The

~uccessful

•

bidder shall have

the right, at hisioption., to ,cancel the contract of purchase if the
I

bonds are not tengered for delivery within sixty (60) days from the
I

date of sale, and iin such event the successful bidder shall be
I

entitled to return of the good faith check accompanying his bid.
The Regents shall ihave the right, at its option, to cancel the
I

contract to purchase if ,d thir!five (5) cays after the tender of
I
the bonds for del~Very, the purchasers shall not have accepted

.)

delivery and paidffor the bonds, in which event the good faith
I

,

deposit accompanying the bid shall be forfeited to the University
as payment of damar,es for failure to comply

w~th

,I

the contract of

I

I

purchase.

BID CRyeK:

Each bid shall be accompanied by a certified

!

or bank treasurerls or "ashier's check for not less than $160,000
, I

I

to guarantee perf?rMance of such bid, such checks to be drawn on
a bank or trust c6mpany
I

transactin~

business in the State of

I

New Mexico, payable
to the order of The Rep.;emts of the University
•
i
tif New~exico. If the successful bidder sha11not carry ~ut the
terms of his proppsal to purchase, his check shall be cashed and
i
.
the amount thereofI forfeited as stipulated and as liquidated damages~' ..
I

Checks of the unsuccessful bidders will be returned upon the award
,

of the bonds.

Po: interest 'fill be paid upon the deposit made by

, the successful

I
bi~der.

LFGAL OPINION:

Theunqua11fied approving opinion of

Chapman and Cutler coverin~ the le~ality of the bonds will be
furnished \'lithout: cost to the purchasers and will be printed on the
;

backs of the

~

I

I

bond~

,

without charge.

There will also be furnished

the usual'closing;• I certificates,
dated as of the date of d e l i v e r y : ' ;
- .
I

of and payment for the bonds, inclUding a statement 'that there is no
,
liti~ati6n pending or, to the knowled~e of the signer thereof,
I

I

threatened,

affec~in~

the validity of the, bonds.

i

•

•

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Copi&s of the

N0~iceof

Sale,

Official Statement and the Official Rid Form relating to the bonds,
will be furnished to any bidder upon request made to John Perovich,
Vice President for Business and Finance, University of New

Mex~co,

Albuquerque, New t1exlco, or to The Regents' fiscal agent, QUinn &
Co., Inc., 200 Second Street, N.W., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103.
day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 1973.

Dated this

President

Secretary

Sect16n 2.

This resolutions~all be'effective immediately

upon its adoption.
Adopted and approved this ____ day of

--"------,

1973.

President

Attest:

Secretary
(Other business not pertinent to the above appears in
the minutes of the

meetin~.)

Pursuant to motion du)y made and carried,

th~

meeting was

adjourned.

President
Attest:

,

',!

l.
.....
'

~ecretary

Committee on
On behalf of an ad hoc group
University-rlanding
which has recently met several
:
times to discuss University planning,
President Heady ~ubmitted the following draft resolution for
consideration b~ the Regents:
I

I

Recognizini the importance to all University constituencies: of. long-range planning for the decade
of the 1970's the Regents hereby authorize and
establish a Committee on University Planning to
study and ~ake recommendations with regard to the
planning of: Uni versi ty programs and the allocation
of Universi~y resources, giving special attention
to the curr~nt and projected characteristics of
University of New Mexico students and their programmatic needs as reaated to current academic
curricula
the University. The Committee is requested to ~eport to the Regents prior to the end
of the 1973~74 academic year. The membership of
the Committ~e will be constituted as follows: one
Regent designated by the Board of Regents; four
faculty mem~ers, broadly representative of discipline and: rank, designated by the Faculty Policy
Committee; rour students, two graduate students
designated by the Graduate Student Association,
and two und~rgraduate students designated by the
Associated ~tudents of the University of New Mexico;
three members designated by the President of the
University from among the administrative arid nonacademic staff; and three members designated by
the Univers~ty of New Mexico Alumni Association.
The Committee is requested to convene, by call of
the President, as soon as members have been designated, and to organize itself at the earliest
opportuni ty:.
I

.

or

.

,I
I

Several of the R~gents expressed their views as to the importance of such: a committee, and it was thereupon moved
by Dr. Simms, seconded by Mr. Jaramillo, that the President's
draft resolution: be approved and adopted by the Regents.
Carried.
.

******
Amendments to GSA
Constitution-

Mr. Read brought to the
Regents for approval and ratification an amendment to the
G.S.A. Constitut~on, approved by the graduate students in
the elections hefd on September 24 and 25, 1973. The
amendment, he said, involved changes in Article II,
I
I

i
I

I'
I

I
I

•

•

Section 2i.Article II, Section 3, B, 1, Article II, Section
3, B, 2, and Article II, Section 3, B, 3; these changes, he
explained, had to do with the number of representatives on
the Graduate Student Association Council and with the establishment of a quorom.
.C'

J.:

It was moved by Mr. R6~erts, seconded by Dr. Simms, that
the amendment be approved arid ratified by the Regents as
presented. Carried.

* * * * * *
The Regents were informed of
Bondurant and
Gurley Gifrstwo gifts to the University. The
first of these is a bequest in the
will of Mr. W. E. Bondurant, Jr. of Roswell which provides
that 80% of the residue of the estate, after several specific
bequests, is to go to the Law School for educational purposes,'
this bei'ng used to establish a fund to be known as the"
"w. E. Bondurant and Hazel J. Bondurant Scholarship Fund"
to be awarde~ to one or more deserving students attending
the Law Schobl. The second is a Deed of Gift to the University from. Mr. and Mrs. Clair E. Gurley of Gallup for 16
acres of lart~; adjoining the land now occupied by the Gallup
Branch COlle'[te and previously given by the Gurleys to the
Uni versi ty. .
It was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs. Mapel,
that a resolution of deep appreciation and gratitude for
both gifts be recorded. Carried. In commenting on the
Gurley gift, Mr. Roberts noted that "it is the generous,
public-spirited support of citizens such as the Gurleys
that will enable the Unlversity of New Mexico to become
a great university in alTrespects."
,.,~

,* * * * * *
Okey Estate
Mr. Perovich informed the
Regents that the University is
also the residual beneficiary of the Myrtle Okey estate, part
of which is a farm in Iowa. He said that the administrator of
the estate, in Colorado Springs, wants the University's approval
to sell the farm to Mr. John C. Collins for $92,000, i.e., at
$575 per acre. Mr. Perovich said that legal counsel in Iowa;
indicates that $1,000 per acre is a more appropriate value than
the figure suggested, and he noted that he planned to suggest
to the administrator that he dispose of the farm at a more
realistic figure.

*

*****

State Land South, of
Kirtlana-Air Force-Base

Mr. Horn provided some background information relative to
11,300 acres of State land south
of Kirtland Air rorce Base, this being land administered by
the State Land Office, with the University as beneficiary of
the income from ~ease or sale of the property. He said that
on October 16 he~ had written to Land Commissioner Armijo concerning the feas~bility of the University purchasing the land,
the twofold purpose being to increase the income to the University and to sfe that the property is properly developed for
the benefit of t~e State. A reply, dated October 31, from
Mr. Jordan of th~ Land Office had just been received, he said,
and copies were forthwith distributed to the Regents.
Mr. Horn explained that the land could be leased 9Y the
University for up to five years, without public auction or
bid, with rental~based on true value, but that a sale would
be by competitiv~ bid, with the University being given no
preference or sPtcial consideration.
i

)

It was suggested by Mr. Horn that Mr. Perovich's office
might be asked to look into possible ways of acquiring the
property, if indfed there should be a decision to acquire it,
and to think about possible future uses for the land, among
them the poss~bi~ity of a junior college.
I

Dr. Simms said that the record should indicate clearly
the University's: reasons for wanting to acquire the land
and that he wished to be sure that if it were acquired as
an investment th~re would be no violation relative to tax
status or on any~other basis. He said that if there were
no such violation,~he would-be highly in favor of the acquisition, a vie~point in whlch the other Regents concurred.
The thought was also expressed by President Heady and
Mr. Roberts that: the RegentsC'would be derelict if they failed
to study the way~ in which the University might best benefit
from lands of which it is the beneficiary.
Mr. Horn said that he was bringing the matter up at
this time because he wished legislators to be aware of the
University's int~rest before the upcoming Legislative session.
It was then; moved by Mr. Jaramillo, seconded by
Mr. Roberts, that Mr. Perovich's office proceed with a study
of the matter, providing a written analysis of possible
future uses of t~e land and of various methods of funding
its acquisition. Carried.
I

******

•

•

President Heady told the Regents
Review Concerning
that Item VIII of the agenda--Review
Professor Djuric
of Decision of Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee Concerning Involuntary Retirement Proceedings
Relative to Professor Djuric--was not yet ready for presentation.
He said that Professor Djuric's attorney, Professor Walden, had
had insufficient advance notice to prepare for the review and
that it would be necessary to set a new date soon.

* * ** * *
Additional faculty and adminFaculty Contracts
istrati¥e contracts, leaves, and
_T~~!-gnations we_r~ br~ugh~ to_~h~ Regents as follows:

. I.

CONTRACTS

A.

"-~-"--'-~.---_._---'--~-

L

Faculty and Administrative Personnel, 1973-74:

Bergreen, Peter W.
(st 9/1/73)

Assistant Professor of Surgery
(Urology)

$ 28,783.00
(10 months)

Born June 10, 1939 in McMinnville, Oregon; divorced.
Education: B.A. (Biology) University of Oregon, 1961;
M.D., University of Oregon School of Medicine, 1965;
Surgical Internship, Harbor Hospital, UCLA, 1965-66;
General Surgery, Harbor Hospital, 1966-67; Urology
Residency, University of New Mexico School of Med.,
1969-72. Military Service: U.S. Army Medical Corps,
Anchorage, Alaska, 1967-69. Publications: Author
of one article and co-author of one article in professional journals. Field of Special Interest:
Urologic Oncology.
Buckman, Maire
(st 9/1/73)

Instructor in Medicine (TemporaIY)

Gonzales, Eloy R.
(st 8/20/73)

Assistant Professor of Special
Education, Director of Manzanita
Center (Temporary)

Hughes, Marie M.
(st 10/1/73)

Professor of Elementary Education,
Director of the TTT Early Childhood
project (1/2-time)
(Note: Regents approved 1/2-time service during 1973-74
on 3/26/73.)

Kelly, Donald E.
(st 9/1/73)

Associate Professor of Elementary
Education, Director of the Navajo
Teacher Development Project (Temp)

Kessler, Earl
Cst 10/1/73)

Lecturer in Architecture (Temporary)
at Andean Study and Research Center

Kieffaber, Lois
(st 1/14/74)

Lecturer in Physics and Astronomy
(Semester II only)

none
13,962.50
(10 months)
12,800.00
(9 months)

14,583.00
(10 months)
9,000.00
(9 months) .
4,000.00
months)

(4~

Best, . Hanna' .

•

Bidennan, Paul L.

Instructor in American Studies
(Afro-American.Studies) Sem I
Lecturer in Law, Sem I

Burnett, Harold

Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics,
Northern Branch, SemI
Celestre, Marcia W. Lecturer in Law, Sem I

500.00'
300.0.0\
1,350.0'0\
300.00

Clarke, John S.

Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics,
900.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Costello, NoelA.
Lecturer in Political Science, Gallup
675.00
Branch, Sem I
. Cox, Michael P.
Adjunct Instruc~cor in History,
675.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Criscuolo, Alphonse Adjunct Instructor in lET, Northern
1,350.00
Branch, Sem I
Crone, Tim
Adjunct Instructor in Sociology,
1,350.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Dendy, Leslie
Adjunct Instructor in Biology,
1,100.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Dodd, Phillip
Adjunct Instructor in lET, Northern
675~00
Branch, SemI
Dominguez, Nancy Ann Adjunct Instructor in English,
675.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Dougherty, Donald M. Lecturer in Geography, Gallup Branch, 675.00
Sem I
Franke, Margaret
Adjunct Instructor in English,
1,350.00
Northern Branch; Sem I
Frauenglass, Devi
Instructor in HPER, Sem I
600.00
Fullerton, Grant D. Lecturer in Anthropology, Gallup
675.00
Branch, Sem I
Goldstein, Myrna C. Lecturer in Sociology, Gallup Branch
675.00
Sem I
Gonzalez, Charles
Adjunct Instructor in Spanish,
675.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Halleck, Margaret . Adjunct Instructor in Geology,
1,100.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
'Hardy, Granville
Assistant Instructor' in lET, Northern 1,350.00
Branch, Sem I
Harrigan, Kenneth L. Lecturer in Law, SemI
300.00
Hartley, Peter

Lecturer· in American Studies, Sem I

700.00

Hurlbut, Beverly V. Lecturer in Elementary Education,
675.00
Gallup Branch, Sem I
.
Adjunct Instructor in Philosophy,
675.00
Hwang, Alice
Northern Branch, SemI
Adjunct Instructor in English & Speech,1350.00
Jarrett, Dennis
Northern Branch,Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in Accounting,
675.00
Koehler, Camile
Northern Branch, Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in Accounting,
675.00
Koehler, William
Northern 'Branch, Sem I
Lenssen, Barbara
Adjunct Instructor in Psychology,
1,350.00
Northern'Branch, SemI

Mariani, Eugene

Adjunct Instructor in Psychology,
675.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Lecturer in French, Gallup Branch,
, Markham, Joan C.
198.00
Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in Business Educ.,
Marsh, John
675.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Martinez, Frank L. Adjunct Instructor in Accounting,
675.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
McCarty, Jacqueline Adjunct Instructor in Elementary Educ., 900.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Lecturer in Architecture, Sem I
Mesmer, Martina
3-,000.00
Noble, Tom \
Quelle, Reinhardt
Ratchner, Craig
Robinson, Carolyn
Robinson, Charles
Romero. Alfredo
Ruhe, James R.
Sanchez, Willie. T.
Shannon, James P.

Adjunct Instru~tor in English,
1,350.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in Accounting,
675.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in History,
675,00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in Speech, 675.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics,
900.00
Northern Branch, Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in Spanish,
250.00
Northern Branch, Sem I thru 10/5/73
Adjunct Instructor in lET, Northern
1,350.00
Branch, Sem I
Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics~
675.00
Northern BRanch, Sem I
Lecturer in Law, Sem I
1,000.00

Shoenfeld, Peter A. Lecturer in Law, Sem I

300.00

Tallman, Charles

675.00

Adjunct Instructor in lET, Northern
Branch, Sem I
Thomson,' Rebecca J. Assistant Instructor in Nursing
(at 10/1/73, for Sem I)
Trujillo, Dennis
Adjunct Instructor in Spanish,
Northern Branch, Sem I
Valdez, Sarah
Adjunct Instructor in Typing and.
Shorthand, Northern Branch, Sem I
Walters, Mary C.
Lecturer in Law, SemI
Warner, Joseph III

Lecturer in Law, Sem I

Webb, Guilford

Adjunct Instructor in Anthropology,
Northern Branch, Sem I
Lecturer in Law, Sem I

Wells, John M.
Williams, Francis
Yost, Mel E.
'-------------_.

Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics,
Northern Branch, Sem I
Lecturer in Law, Sem I

1,266.00
675.00
1,350.00
600.00
300.00
2,025.00
300.00
675.00
300.00

:,";

I

II

•

•

III.

LEAVES
Crow, James P., Associate Professor of Journalism; at UNM
since 1967; no previous leave; requests:
Leave Without Pay, 1973-74, Semester II,
to accept a one-semester teaching position at the
University of Iowa during which time he will have an
opportunity to complete his Ph.D. dissertation.
DeVries, Ronald C., Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science; at UNM since 1967; no
previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74, Semester II, with full pay,
to continue research, begun within the last few years,
in two related areas: the first area is that of video
pattern recognition; the second and related avenue of
research deals with the design of cellular arrays for
implementing arithmetic functions.
dUFault, M. Louise, Associate Professor of Dental Hygiene,
Assistant to the Director of Dental Programs; at UNM
since 1965; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74, Semester II, with full pay,
to do research at the University of Florida College
of Dentistry, where they have departed from traditional educational format in training dentists by
using innovative methods in computerized, packaged,
and programmed modules whereby the student progresses
at his own rate. Essentially, the sabbatical time wil,
be 'spent assessing these innovative methods, particularly as they appear to signal trends in new uses of
dental auxiliaries--the hygienist and the assistant.
Edgel, RalphL., Professor of Business and Administrative Sciences and Associate Dean of the School of B&AS;
at UNM since 1945; only previous leave was a sabbatical
leave during Semester I of 1962-63; requests:

1:-

Sabbatical Leave 197 -7
Semester I with full a ,
(1/1/74-6/30/74) to ev te the major portion of this
period to two related activites: 1) "catching up"
with the literature and practice in the area of commercial,banking, and 2) continuing research in the
history of banking in New Mexico. A substantial amount
of the data collection for this study has already been
accomplished; and Prof. Edgel would expect to complete an article or two during the leave time, al-'
'though complete publication could not be readied in
the time available.

---------

Ellis, Robert M., Associate Profe.ssor of Art, at UNM
since 1964; previously on sabbatical" leave during
Semester I of 1970-71; requests:

•

Sabbatical Leave, '1973-74, "Semester II, at 2/3 pay,
to continue work on a project developing the use
of photo collage image on canvas, exploring the
potential of a new photosensitized linen which is
manufactured in Germany. Professor Ellis also has
tentative plans for a brief trip to Spain and
southern Europe.
Fink, Myron, Law Librarian and Professor of Law, at
UNM since 1963; no pr~vious leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 2/1/74- 7/31/74, with full pay,
to explore the varieties of "civil contempt,"
paying particular attention to such topics as the
distinction between compensation and fines, special
problems of the conditional order and new twists in
the law in recent years, e.g., depriving violators
of office or funds.
Fleming, Robert E., Associate Professor of English,
at UNM since 1967, no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74, Semester II, with full pay,
to continue to research and write about the works of
Willard Motley and other Black American authors.
The study of the works of Motley is expected to be
book-length.
Gurbaxani, Shyam H., Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science; at UNM since 1969;
no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave,l973-74, Semester II, at 2/3 pay,
to conduct research at the University of Bombay in
the area of theoretical and experimental quantum
electronics, specifically studying transition
probabilities, saturation phenomenon, line· broadening
mechanisms using electron spin resonance techniques.

Hopson, Rex C., Assista~t Professor of Librarianship,
at UNM since 1967; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1/1/64 - 6/30/74, with full pay,
to 1) conduct a survey of national libraries in
Central American and Colombia, and 2) edit an index
to Volumes 1-50, 1923-1972, of New Mexico Magazine.
Survey information to be gathered will include all
aspects of each library--adrninistrative organization,
staff, services, facilities, selection, acquisition
and organization of materials, financial support,
holding~, relation to other libraries in that country
and other countries, cooperation between libraries,
trends, and future plans.

..
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Huzarski I Richard G. I Professor of . Ci viI Engineering,
at UNMsince 1947; only previous leave was a sabbat~
ical leave during Semester II of 1959-60; requests:
..

..

. _ ..

Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74, Semester II, with full pay,
to visit several colleges of engineering and learn
how they are handling the problems of engineering
design, computer applications, and retention of students in the face of decreasing appropriations,
shrinking student interest in technology, and dwind~
ling enrollments.
Johnson, Gordon V., Associate Professor of Biology, at
UNM since 1965; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74, Semester II, with full pay,
to do research involving laboratory investigations of
ion transport processes in salt tolerant plant species
as this is related to adaptation of plants to saline
environments. Professor Johnson plans to work with
Dr. Emanuel Epstein of the Department of Soils and
. Plant Nutrition at the University of California at
Davis •
. Jordan, Scott W., Associate Professor of Pathology,
at UNM since 1965; no previous leave; requests:

i/.'i l'1f

4

~" •• _~i.- • .

1.01 "3ot'1Jl-

SabbaticaLLeave,1z$1/74 - ':;'/5/74, with full pay,
to do' .research in the area of detection of viral
.
presence in cervical carcinoma cells using'labelled .
antibodies for morphologic localization, standard in
vitro tests of immunologic reactivity, and other tests
as appropriate. Dr. Jordan plans to work in the laboratory of Dr. Joseph L. Melnick;_ Chairman of the
Department of Virology and Epidemiology at Baylor
College of Medicine.
Needler, Martin C., Professor of political Science,
Director of the Division of Inter-American Affairs;
atUNM since 1966; previously on sabbatical leave
during Semester II of 1969-70; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74 Semester II, with 2/3 pay,
to complete the research and writing on the project
"The Structure of Conflict in Latiri America."
The
study will analyze the reasons for the different .patterns of social cleavage and political alignment in
the countries of Latin America.

1.

-j

Small, Ella May, Professor of Health Education, Coordinator of Health Education Program, Dept. of HPER:
at UNM since 1962: no previous leave: requests:

-I

I

I

Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74 Semester II, with full pay,
to visit health education departments where "_new and
exciting things are going on," to get caught up with
professional reading and planning, and to attend a
conference in California on the subject, "Toward
Accountable Health Curriculum."

I-

I

Snyder, Ross L., Jr., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry,
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; at UNM since 1968;
n6 previous leave) requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1/1/74 -6/30/74, with full pay,
to work intensively with nursery-age children and
their parents to increase his knowledge and therapeutic
skills; to gain more experience with training, educating,
and supervising students to work with these children
and their parents; to evaluate and write up the results
of research with parents of nursery school children and
with the Juvenile Drug First O=fender Program. Dr.
Snyder plans to work full time for the majority of the
sabbatical period with the Training Nursery School of
the Chicago Theological Seminary which is affiliated
with the University of Chicago.
Sullivan, Donald D., Assistant Professor of History,
at UNM since 1967; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74, Semester II, with full pay,
to continue work on a manuscript on the topic of reform in pre-Reformation Germany as focussed primarily
in the career of a fifteenth century reformer. Research
is planned at various libraries in the United States,
Canada, and Europe, particularly at Yale University,
the University of Toronto, the Cusanus-Institute of
the Universi ty of Mainz in West Germany, and Ll the
Vatican Archives in Rome.
IV.

RESIGNATIONS
Chavez, Alex

Effective:
Assistant Professor of Music

12/31/73

Associate Professor of Secondary
9/30/73
Education, Assistant Chairman for
Business Education, Dept. of Sec. Ed.
Neckers, Douglas C. Associate Professor of Chemistry
12/31/73

Loyd, Pat

•

Dr. Travelstead asked that the dates indicated for the leaves of
Scott Jordan and Ralph Edgel be changed. With this amendment,
and upon the recommendation of President Heady, it was moved by
Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs. Mapel, that the above contracts,
leaves, and resignations be approved. Carried.

* * * * * *
Dr. Travelstead brought to the
Employment Over Age
Regents, upon the recommendation of
65 for Dr. SCFi"WiChtenberg
Dr. Gay and with President Heady's
and his own approval, a request that Dr. A. H. Schwichtenberg,
who is 68 years of ~ge, be employed on a temporary, part-time
bas~s by the Regional Medical Program.
Dr. Travelstead noted
that Dr. Schwichtengerg has served in the past on a consultant
basis, an arrangement which is no longer feasible, and he said
he was assured that no one else can render the particular service required by the RMP.
It was moved by Mr. Jaramillo, seconded by Mr. Roberts,
that the request be approved. Carried.

* * * * * *

:

President Heady informed the
University Community
Regents that the University ComForum
munity Forum had its first meeting
of 1973-74 on October 23 with only three of the student contingent of nineteen being present. Consequently, he said, there was
no quorum. He indicated that those who were present had expressed
the hope that the student representation could be improved and
that there was little point in reconvening the Forum until or
unless there were assurances from th~ respective student governments that such improvement would be forthcoming. The President
also said that the Forum had adopted a resolution--unofficial
thus far because of the lack of a quorum--that a Regent be added
to the Forum as a full voting member. This action, he noted,
would have to be sUbject to later confirmation at such time as
there is a quorum.

* ** * * *
The meeting adjourned at 3:15 p.m.
APPROVED:

President
ATTEST:

ALwu

ey: II
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Revised Contracts:

Anderson, RogerY. Professor of Geology
(Revised to show approved sabbatical leave during
Semester II with 2/3 pay.)

13,125.00
(9 months)

Brooks, George Alan. Men's and Women's Ski Coach
(Revised to add $~,OOO for coaching for Women's
Athletics. )

3,100.00
(8 months)

Brow, Ellen H.
Instructor in LibrarianShip
(Revised to show approved LWOP 9/24/73 - 5/31/74.)

3,157.50
(3'-75 months)

)

I

McDermott, A. Charlene

Associate Professor of
Philosophy
(Revised"to show approved LWOP "during Semester II.)

Weeks,U. William

Director of University Relations,
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
(Revised to show new title and salary effective
10/1/73: annual base: $21,000.)

C.

110

6,800.00'"
(4~ months)
15,750.00
(9 months)'

Supplemental Contracts:

Rosasco, Louis A.

Consultant to PPS Project and to the
Bureau of Educational Planning and
Development (26~ days during the
academic year.)

Runge, William B.

Consultant to the Bureau of Educ.
Planning and Development
(10~ days during the academic year)

996.13

Ulibarri, Horacio

Consultant to the Cooperative Higher
EducationProject (for 8 days during
October and November, 1973)

701.60

2,500.00

NEW PART-TIME FACULTY
Ahern, Thomas E.

Lecturer in Law, Semester I

300.00

Ashenbach, John C.

Adjunct Instructor in Accounting,
Northern Branch, Sem I
Lecturer in Law, Semester I

675.00

Instructor in Secondary Education,
Semester I
Instructor in HPER, Semester I

700.00

Bardacke, Paul G.
Berch, Jean
Berry, Edward

------"~""

300.00

300.00

I

